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COLOR

 White

SKU

81100

UPC

650873811007

CABINET DIMENSIONS HEIGHT (IN)DEPTH (IN)WIDTH (IN)

Cabinet Open 21 29 1/419 3/4

Cabinet Closed 9 1/2 Adjustable8 1/4

ARROW CLASSIC SEWING FURNITURE

FEATURED BENEFITS

At Arrow Classic Sewing Furniture, our mission is simple: create high-quality sewing 
furniture to enhance your sewing experience. We are committed to providing comfort and 
convenience, so you can spend more time doing what you love - in the best way possible.

DESIGN

• 10-year warranty

• Sturdy design with locking casters for easy mobility and 360° access

• Designed to complement primary sewing or crafting workstation

STORAGE and ORGANIZATION

• Side 1 includes three adjustable shelves

• Side 2 holds 18 thread spindles and two additional shelves

• Side 3 is dedicated to 42 removable thread and bobbin holders 

• Side 4 features 2 rods for hanging and storing ribbon, yard, or embroidery interfacing

• 7” of space for books, fabric, or baskets behind rods

Cabinet Finish: Melamine Laminate
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BEST WAYS TO COMPLETE YOUR SEWING STUDIO

SEWING CABINETS
Sewing cabinets provide comfort, 
easy set-up, dedicated storage 
for your machine and notions, 
different positions for better 
sewing posture and a spirited 
environment for crafting. Your 
machine deserves better than 
the dining room table! Sew in 
comfort, sew longer!

ACCESSORIES
Arrow sewing cabinet - check! 
Now add even more convenience 
to your studio with a dedicated 
cutting table like Dixie, specially 
designed to complement your 
primary Arrow sewing cabinet. 
Add style, storage and comfort to 
your growing sewing oasis!

The cherry on top of your sewing sundae! Arrow’s #1 Rated Height 
Adjustable Sewing Chair is a must have accessory for your dream sewing 
room! Cute, comfortable and convenient - our lovable chairs feature 

vibrant sewing themed patterns, 360° swivel access and lumbar support 
for long hours at your workstation. Don’t look now, but under every 
seat cushion is a hidden storage compartment to store your notions 
and patterns! Available in 10 colors to perfectly match your sewing 
sanctuary!

CUSTOM SEWING INSERTS
Enhance your sewing experience with a custom-made insert for your Arrow sewing cabinet! Inserts are designed to fill the gap between 
your sewing machine and cabinet opening for a flush sewing surface. Each insert is specially built to fit your specific sewing machine and 
Arrow cabinet combination. This ergonomic worksurface will allow for straighter stitches, less fatigue and a happier sewing experience!
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Dixie Cutting TableLaverne & Shirley Sewing Cabinet

Cat’s Meow, Sew Wow Sew Now & Bright Buttons Chairs 
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